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(Recorder). This entertaining book/instrument pack features six hits from favorite Disney films.

Includes "Reflection" from Mulan and: Beauty and the Beast * Can You Feel the Love Tonight *

Under the Sea * A Whole New World * and You've Got a Friend in Me.
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Age Range: 3 and up
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This was the best Christmas purchase of the year for my 4-year-old little girl. The music she plays is

dreadful, but she absolutely loves it and wants to take it everywhere. The songbook is difficult and I

don't think young kids would be able to comprehend it, nor reach the recorder notes with their tiny

hands, but the recorder itself has provided hours of (deafening) entertainment.

My daughter loves it. I read the other reviews about the recorder really being yellow and I told her

about this so she was actually disappointing when it came white. I don't know if they have changed

back to white or what but ours was white. This isn't our only recorder book and my 8-year-old isn't a

beginner so this was fine for her but I wouldn't go much younger than that and you need to know the

basics already. This is not a beginner book at all. Pages 3-6 show the beginning five tones

(B,A,G,C,D) page 7 shows notes and counting, 8 has a fingering chart and then you're off into your



first Disney song with eighths, sixteenths, dotted notes, and accidentals and rests which were not

explained. All the songs are in the key of C and fairly easy to play if you know how to read the

music. If you need a mostly beginner book I recommend the Recorder Fun Book if you know the

basics of how to count music. I used a level one piano book first so I didn't need a truly beginner

book for her. The Fun Book goes much more slowly learning each tone and the notes but you need

to know what rests are or at least be able to figure it out from how many counts are left in the

measure. My four year old really wants to play but her fingers have a lot of trouble reaching and

covering the holes. For now I do the fingering and she blows. She still loves it though.As for the

recorder- no complaints. It sounds great and seems to be good quality. I wish it had come with a

cleaner though.

It is yellow not white!!! Well I get a yellow one... other than that is it great. Nice book of songs my

child liked it. Record itself is acceptable. comes apart like the others, and it is what you would

expect for $5...

Bought this for my family so we all could learn the recorder, we are all disney fans and the book had

a nice pick of songs, it has a nice tutorial for beginners-like all of us.

I bought this gift for my 3 year old nephew because he wanted a wind instrument. It is a good gift

because it is not difficult to make noise and they can learn to play it later. I also bought one for my 9

year old son; it is good for all ages. Just be careful because the color shown is not the color you get!

I got a yellow one.

My little one likes her new recorder and is having a blast playing it. She was very disappointed that

the recorder that was bundled with the book is yellow. The picture shows the recorder as being ivory

not yellow. Other than that, everything is great.

good Quailty recorder, the songs are good in the song book but a little hard for small child, need to

be much older to play this and I'm not sure you can make out the disney tunes, but great price either

way. My neice loves just playing the recorder.

This is a great product but the picture shows a cream colored recorder and we got a bright yellowish

orange one. The book is great but we need to learn a lot more than three notes before we are ready



to play a Disney song.
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